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Abstract 

In this work, glass-ceramics in the xBeO–20Fe2O3–(80-x)TeO2 system with x=0–25 mol% 

were synthesized by the traditional melt quenching route and studied by inductively 

coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, confocal microscopy, 

infrared and Raman spectroscopy. BeO addition was found to support the crystallization 

process of Fe2O3 during melting, and an increased BeO content was associated with an 

increased fraction of the crystalline Fe2O3 phase and an increased size of these crystallites. 

Furthermore, samples doped with BeO exhibit an increasing polymerization of the residual 

tellurite glass network compared to the undoped sample. The magnetic properties and 

specific heat of all synthesized materials were measured, and the results show that all 

studied samples behave as spin-glasses. Also, the Morin transition of hematite was 

observed at 260 K with intensity depending on the material content in Fe2O3 crystalline 

phase, the formation of which correlates with the amount of added BeO.  

 

1. Introduction 

Spin glass materials are of great interest due to their untypical magnetic structure and the 

presence of phase transition [1]. An interesting spin-glass system is the binary Fe2O3-TeO2 

glass which was found to manifest a memory effect below its magnetic transition 

temperature [2]. Magnetic studies on the same glass system prepared by the sol-gel 

method show that its magnetic susceptibility follows for low Fe2O3 content (up to 10 mol%) 

the Curie law indicating the paramagnetic nature [3]. It was supposed that in that case iron 

ions are isolated or participate in dipolar interactions. However, for higher Fe2O3 amounts 

the magnetic properties of Fe2O3-TeO2 glasses are in agreement with the Curie-Weiss law, 

with the negative paramagnetic Curie temperature being caused by a higher fraction of iron 

ions participating in superexchange magnetic interactions [3].  

Understanding the influence of iron on the nucleation and crystallization kinetics of 

glasses has been of great interest for the scientific community [4]. Glasses doped with high 

levels of iron oxide often exhibit a strong tendency towards crystallization, while fully 

amorphous iron-rich materials can be obtained only after rapid quenching. These materials 

are also known for their tendency to undergo liquid immiscibility and, consequently, one of 

the liquid phases is richer in iron and promotes formation of the crystalline phase [5]. Iron 
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is a transition metal that can co-exist in two oxidation states in any typical glass network, 

i.e. as Fe2+ and Fe3+. The divalent ferrous ion can be best considered to behave as a 

modifying cation like Ca2+, favoring the high coordination number of six [6]. The trivalent 

ferric cation can be best described as an intermediate ion, comparable to Al3+, in the 

fourfold coordination  state forming charge deficient [FeO4]- tetrahedra which contribute to 

the glass network, while octahedral coordinated Fe3+ has more a network modifier than 

former role. The ratio of Fe2+/Fe3+ in any amorphous structure depends on the chemical 

composition, the glass basicity [7], as well as the melting conditions such as melting 

temperature and atmosphere [8, 9]. It was shown that a higher Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio lowers the 

activation energy for the crystallization process, due to a lower viscosity at Tg [4].  

TeO2-containing glasses are widely studied because of their low melting 

temperature, and their ability to incorporate great amounts of alkali metal ions, transition 

metal ions and even rare earth ions in the glass network [10-13]. The short-range structure 

of tellurite glasses involves TeO4 trigonal bipyramids which convert into TeO3 trigonal 

pyramids with non-bridging oxygen atoms as a consequence of doping with, for example, 

alkali metal oxides [13]. The structure and properties of these glasses are strongly 

dependent on the nature and quantity of the modifier ions [14]. The influence of Fe2O3 

addition on the TeO2-based local glass structure has been previously studied [14-16], 

however, there is no literature data about the influence of BeO addition on the structure of 

Fe2O3-TeO2 glass system. The application field of ceramics doped with BeO is quite wide, 

including for instance high-speed integrated circuits, laser and electronic materials [17]. 

The beryllium ion is of relatively small size and low weight, and as a high field strength 

cation, it can behave both as glass former and as modifier ion depending on composition 

[18, 19]. Unlike other alkaline earths ions, Be2+ is always found to be fourfold coordinated 

to oxygen in crystalline oxides and to form regular BeO4 tetrahedra in glasses [20, 21].  

Due to its rather unique properties, it is of fundamental interest to study the role of 

Be2+ in TeO2-containing glasses, and this is the primary aim of this work. In this context, 

the detailed structural analysis is correlated with the magnetic properties of the Fe2O3-

TeO2 glass-ceramics doped with different amounts of BeO. 
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2. Experimental 
2.1. Glass preparation 

Iron-tellurite glasses doped with beryllium oxide were prepared with the nominal 

composition xBeO–20Fe2O3–(80-x)TeO2 in mol% (designated as xBe), where x=0, 10, 15, 

20 and 25 mol%. Appropriate amounts of reagents BeO (99%, Alfa Aesar), Fe2O3 (99.9+%, 

ChemPur GmbH) and TeO2 (99.99%, ChemPur GmbH) were thoroughly mixed under the 

protective enclosure of a fume hood. Melting was performed in Al2O3 crucibles at 900oC 

for 60 min, under air atmosphere. Melts were poured on a cold brass plate, and the glasses 

were annealed for forty-eight hours at a temperature of 370oC under air and cooled to room 

temperature over 10 hours.  

 

2.2. Glass characterization 

2.2.1. X-ray diffraction  

Room-temperature powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was used to identify the amorphous 

nature of the samples. This measurement was carried out on a Bruker D2 PHASER 

diffractometer with CuKα radiation (l = 1.5406 Å) and LynxEye-XE detector. The data were 

collected from 10 – 90o 2θ over 120 minutes of scan time. The possible errors of XRD 

results were minimalized by removing the background and are included in the thickness of 

curves lines. 

 

2.2.2. Chemical composition  

The chemical composition of the samples was investigated using an inductively coupled 

plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP OES, Aviro 200 Perkin Elmer). Measurements 

were performed after dissolution of 0.05 g glass powder in 5 ml of aqueous solution of HF 

acid (40%). All ICP OES values are listed in Table 1. The error margins of ICP-OES 

analysis were ± 3 % for all elements. The oxygen content was determined from the charge 

requirements of the analyzed cations. Periodic table mix 1 for ICP measurements (SIGMA 

ALDRICH, Products number: 92091) contained Be, Fe, Te and Al ions was used as 

reference standards.D
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2.2.3. Optical microscopy  

The topography of samples was observed by using an Olympus LEXT OLS4000 Confocal 

Scanning Laser Microscope (CSLM). Color imaging was conducted under white LED light 

and 3D images were obtained using a 405 nm laser and Photomultiplier Detector. The 

maximum used objective lens and laser 3D image magnification was 100x, with optical 

magnification of 2160x. CSLM measurements were obtained from freshly fractured and 

ethanol cleaned samples as well as on their unpolished surface. 

 

2.2.4. Raman and IR spectroscopy  

The structure of glasses was studied by Raman and IR spectroscopy. Raman spectra were 

measured at the backscattering geometry on a Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope 

equipped with a 2400 lines/mm diffraction grating, a high-sensitivity Peltier-cooled charge 

coupled device (CCD), a motorized xyz microscope stage and ×50 magnification lens. All 

measurements were performed in the range from 200 to 2000 cm−1 at room temperature 

with 2 cm−1 resolution. The 514.5 nm line of an Ar ion laser was used for excitation, 

employing ca. 0.10 mW/μm2 at the glass sample to avoid decomposition. Examination of 

glasses under the Raman microscope after the end of each measurement showed no signs 

of laser-induced modifications. The sample spot size of the Raman microscope is about 

0.5 µm in diameter. Raman spectra were acquired for each glass under VV and VH 

polarizations, where the first letter indicates the polarization of the exciting laser beam and 

the second letter the polarization of the scattered light. Unpolarized Raman spectra, 

VV+VH, were also measured. The estimated error in Raman band position is ±1 cm-1.  

The infrared (IR) spectra were measured on a vacuum Fourier transform 

spectrometer (Bruker, Vertex 80v) in quasi-specular reflectance mode (11° off-normal).  

For each spectrum, 400−2000 scans were collected at room temperature with 4 cm−1 

resolution and averaged for evaluation. Reflectance spectra were measured separately in 

the far- and mid-IR ranges and then merged to form a continuous spectrum in the range 

30−7000 cm−1. Analysis of the reflectance spectra by Kramers−Kronig transformation 

yielded the absorption coefficient spectra, α(ν) [22]. The estimated error in infrared band 

position is ± 2 cm-1. 
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2.2.5. DTA measurements 

Glass transition (Tg), crystallization (Tcr) and melting (Tm) temperatures were determined 

by differential thermal analysis (DTA) with the use of a NETZSCH STA 409PC instrument. 

The measurements were conducted on powdered samples in Al2O3 crucibles, in nitrogen 

atmosphere and with heating rate of 20 °C min-1. All thermal properties are estimated with 

precision of ± 2 %.  

2.2.6. Magnetic and heat capacity measurements   

The dc and ac magnetic measurements were carried out on a Quantum Design Physical 

Property Measurement System (PPMS) with a vibrating sample magnetometer function 

(VSM) and the AC Measurement System (ACMS). Data were collected between 1.90 and 

300 K in various magnetic fields for powdered samples. Specific heat was measured in 

zero field using the two-τ time-relaxation method. The sample, pressed into a pellet, was 

attached to the measuring stage using Apiezon N grease to ensure a good thermal contact.     

 

3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Materials synthesis, chemical composition, and morphological characterization  

For the synthesized iron-containing glasses, by introducing Fe2O3 in a high basicity tellurite 

glass matrix under air melting in an electric furnace, we would expect that the high oxidation 

state of iron is the dominant form. This assumption is confirmed by XRD experiments, as 

presented at the end of this section in more detail.  

The melts containing BeO were found to be more homogenous than those without BeO. 

The content of visible inhomogeneities decreased with increasing Be content as observed 

on crucible walls after the melting process. Melted materials are non-transparent and black 

in color. All samples contain inhomogeneities on the surface. Table 1 presents the nominal 

and the measured chemical compositions by the ICP-OES of the prepared materials. The 

sample names indicate the nominal BeO content in mol% (x=0, 10, 15, 20 or 25). 

Comparison of nominal and measured compositions shows a loss of the berryllium, 

especially for the samples 20Be and 25Be. The quantity of Fe significantly deviates from 

the starting amount in most of the samples and iron losses were found to increase with Be 

content. Iron losses can be explained by dilution of the batch composition due to alumina 
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uptake from the crucible material, as discussed in the next paragraph. For sample 25Be, 

we observe a significant loss of Te and Be which should be related to evaporation 

processes during melting. As a consequence, the iron level of this sample appears 

increased compared to the nominal composition. 

All prepared materials contain aluminum, a phenomenon that has been shown for many 

glasses, as in previous studies using alumina crucibles to prepare phosphate [23, 24] and 

tellurite glasses [25, 26]. Here, the uptake of Al2O3 is the highest for the BeO-free sample 

(0Be) reaching 5 mol%, while for the BeO-doped samples the amount of Al2O3 is lower 

than 3 mol% (Table 1). Since the Al2O3 uptake is low but significant, it will be taken under 

consideration when discussing the experimental results. It is noted that the opposite 

correlation was observed for sodium-silicate glasses doped with lithium and beryllium, 

where the dissolution of Al2O3 in the melts was found to be the highest for glasses with the 

highest BeO quantity [18]. However, the beryllium silicate glasses were prepared from 

melts at much higher melting temperatures (ca 1450 °C [18]) compared to the 900°C used 

for the tellurite glasses of the current study. Also, in the silicate system the alumina 

dissolution correlated with the total concentration of modifier metal oxides M2O+MO. In 

addition, charge deficient aluminate tetrahedra enter the silicate network while in tellurite 

glasses the dissolved aluminates modify the tellurite network. A recent study on niobate 

dissolution from crucibles materials showed that the dissolution depends on a combination 

of factors like the melting time, temperature, melt viscosity and basicity [27]. We assume 

that higher viscosities are related to the Be-rich glasses as the melting temperature 

increases slightly, and vibrational spectroscopy indicates an increasing tellurite 

polymerization from 0Be to 20Be (see Sections 3.2, 3.3). In turn, BeO addition does not 

favor Al2O3 dissolution in this system which is free of modifier alkali ions.  

Table 1 Glasses ID, nominal and analyzed compositions in the system xBeO–20Fe2O3–(80-x)TeO2 and 

their thermal properties (glass transition temperature, Tg, temperature of crystallization process, Tcr and 

melting point, Tm). 

Sample ID Target composition  

(in at%) 

analyzed glass composition  

(in at%) ±  3 % 

analyzed glass composition  

(in mol%) ±  3 % 

Tg onset 

(oC) 

Tcr peak 

(oC) 

Tm  

(oC) 

xBeO–20Fe2O3–(80-x)TeO2    

0Be Fe11.8Te23.5O64.7 Fe9.6Al3Te23.7O63.8 16Fe2O3-5Al2O3-79TeO2 420 481 615 
10Be Be3Fe12.1Te21.2O63.6 Be2.7Fe9.3Al1.3Te23.4O63.2 8.6BeO-14.8Fe2O3-2.1Al2O3-74.5TeO2 421 496 629 
15Be Be4.6Fe12.3Te20O63.1 Be4.3Fe11.1Al1.7Te20.7O62.1 13.7BeO-17.7Fe2O3-2.7Al2O3-65.9TeO2 420 486 637 
20Be Be6.3Fe12.5Te18.8O62.5 Be5.5Fe12.5Al1.5Te19O61.5 17.5BeO-19.8Fe2O3-2.4Al2O3-60.3TeO2 417 478 647 
25Be Be7.9Fe12.7Te17.5O61.9 Be6.6Fe15.7Al1.1Te16.3O60.4 21.1BeO-25.1Fe2O3-1.8Al2O3-52.0TeO2 417 482 649 
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The topography of the materials was studied on their as-quenched surfaces and on 

fractures (Figure 1). The micrographs show that all samples are heterogeneous, with the 

content and size of visible inhomogeneities changing with sample composition. While the 

surface of the sample 0Be is homogenous and looks like glass, small inhomogeneities are 

still found on its fracture. After doping with BeO the topography of materials significantly 

changes. They exhibit small inhomogeneities on their surfaces visible as dots of less than 

micrometer size, and their content is higher on the as-quenched surfaces than on the 

fractures. The biggest inhomogeneities are found for samples doped with 20 and 25 mol% 

BeO as shown in Figure 1. However, as presented for sample 20Be the distribution of 

bigger inhomogeneities is random and they form clusters, while there are also places 

exhibiting only small dots (insert of Fig.1). The as-quenched surfaces were more 

heterogeneous. The differences in materials topography between the as-quenched 

surfaces and the fractures are a consequence of different cooling rates inside the material 

and on its surface, differences that occurred during the pouring process. This suggests the 

decisive influence of the cooling process on sample homogeneity. Additionally, it maybe 

stated that BeO addition induces the creation of inhomogeneities during the cooling 

process.  

 

Figure 1. CSLM images of surfaces for samples 0Be, 10Be and 20Be (up), and of fractured samples 10Be, 

20Be and 25Be (down). 
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Figure 2 displays the XRD patterns for all prepared samples. All xBe materials show 

a typical amorphous halo, which is characteristic for glasses. However, they present in 

addition some sharp scattering peaks typical of crystalline inclusions, which mostly 

correspond to Fe2O3. All samples exhibit similar results, but with varying degrees of relative 

intensities and bandwidths of the Fe2O3 peaks. The great broadening of most diffraction 

peaks indicates that the detected crystallites are of less than micrometer size. Especially 

in the case of samples 0Be and 10Be, the peak maxima for Fe2O3 are barely seen. 

However, the blurring of peaks may also be caused by the amorphous halo coming from 

the glassy matrix. It can be noticed that the relative intensity of the sharp peaks, and thus 

the Fe2O3 content, increases with increasing BeO content. Furthermore, the XRD patterns 

for samples 15Be, 20Be and 25Be exhibit a sharp peak at 2θ≈30 deg which can be 

correlated with the crystalline phase of Fe3O4. As all tested samples have crystalline 

inclusions, these materials can be referred to as glass-ceramic composites. Moreover, the 

inhomogeneities found on the samples’ surfaces are most probably made of nano- and 

micrometer sized crystallites of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4.  

For the prepared samples, the proportion of glass and ceramic phase reflects 

spontaneous crystallization during the initial cooling from the melt. Unlike glass-ceramics 

that are prepared in a secondary heat treatment process, no specific parameters were 

controllable. The high content of BeO was found to support the crystallization process.  

The results of thermal properties (listed in Table 1) showed that the BeO addition does not 

influence the glass transition and crystallization temperatures, while a slight increase was 

found for melting point. Further studies might focus on possible post treatments of the 

samples at elevated temperatures to control the formation of specific crystalline phases.   
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Figure 2. XRD curves of the synthesized samples. For sample compositions corresponding to 

notations xBe see Table 1. 

 

3.2. Raman spectroscopy 

Polarized Raman spectra are helpful in assigning bands to symmetric or asymmetric 

vibrational modes that are Raman active, since the symmetric modes are polarized while 

the asymmetric ones are depolarized [28]. Figure 3 displays the polarized Raman spectra 

in parallel (VV) and cross (HV) polarization for samples 0Be (Fig. 3(a)) and 25Be  

(Fig. 3(b)). As observed in Fig.3, the spectra of both glasses exhibit highly polarized Raman 

bands at about 440, 660 and 755 cm-1 suggesting the association of these bands with 

symmetric vibrational modes. Indeed, for pure TeO2 glass [25, 29] and ZnO-containing 

tellurite glasses [25, 26] the band at 440 cm-1 has been attributed to the symmetric 

stretching-bending mode of Te-O-Te single bridges, νs(Te-O-Te). The second polarized 

band at 660-665 cm-1 was recently assigned to the symmetric stretching/breathing mode 

of Te-O2-Te double bridges, νs(Te-O2-Te), connecting TeO4 trigonal bipyramids (tbp’s) with 

bridging oxygen atoms [29]. The higher frequency envelope at about 755 cm-1 develops in 

tellurite glasses with high content of modifier oxide (for example ZnO) and originates from 

the symmetric stretching of TeO32– trigonal pyramids (tp’s) with three terminal oxygen 

atoms, without excluding some contribution from TeO3+1 polyhedra [25, 26]. The notation 
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TeO3+1 indicates a polyhedron  where tellurium forms three bonds with one terminal  and 

two bridging  oxygen atoms and a fourth weak bond with an oxygen atom at a larger 

distance (2.2-2.5 Ấ).  

Comparison of the Raman spectrum of the 0Be glass (Fig.3(a)) with that of the 

undoped (pure) TeO2 glass [25, 29] shows that the intensity of the 440 cm-1 peak is strongly 

enhanced relative to the 665 cm-1 band of the 0Be glass. For Al2O3-doped tellurite glasses 

the enhancement of the 440 cm-1 band was attributed to formation of Al-O-Te bridges, the 

symmetric stretch of which contributes also to the 440 cm-1 band envelop. However, the 

Al2O3 content of 0Be glass (5 mol% Al2O3) introduced by melting in alumina crucible is not 

high enough to explain the observed strong enhancement of the 440 cm-1 band. This 

suggests the formation of additional type of bridging bonds between the network units like 

the Fe-O-Te bridges, because of the relatively high iron content (16 mol% Fe2O3) and the 

same valence of Al and Fe ions (3+). Therefore, the Raman spectrum of glass 0Be 

indicates that its structure is made mainly of TeO4 trigonal bipyramids and TeO32– trigonal 

pyramids with the addition of TeO3+1 polyhedra. The doping of TeO2 with 16 mol% Fe2O3 

and the incorporation of 5 mol% Al2O3 through melting provide the required oxygen to 

cause the depolymerization of the tellurite network through transformation TeO4→TeO3+1

→TeO32−, and the formation of bridges Te-O-Te, Al-O-Te and Fe-O-Te.  

The addition of BeO introduces changes in the polarized Raman spectra as seen in 

Figure 3b, especially for the intense VV spectrum of the sample doped with 25 mol% BeO. 

In particular, the band at ~660 cm-1 gains relative intensity in comparison to the 755 cm-1 

band, indicating an increased population of TeO4 units over TeO32– and TeO3+1 units. This 

manifests a lower modification of the glassy tellurite matrix of the 25Be glass-ceramic 

relative to the 0Be glass, despite the fact that 25Be has a larger total modifier content than 

0Be (Table 1). In addition to these changes, the Raman spectrum of sample 25Be shows 

two weak and sharp features at 227 and 293 cm-1 in both VV and HV polarizations. These 

indicate the formation of a crystalline Fe2O3 phase [30], in accordance with the XRD results. 

The partial crystallization of the 25Be sample during the melting process removes Fe2O3 

from the glassy matrix and, thus, reduces the amount of Fe2O3 available for modification of 

the tellurite matrix as manifested by the enhancement of the ~660 cm-1 band. In addition, 

a partial removal of Fe2O3 from the tellurite matrix would decrease the number of Fe-O-Te 

bridges and causes a decrease in relative intensity of the 440 cm-1 band (Fig. 3b).  
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Figure 3. Polarized Raman spectra in parallel (VV, red) and cross (HV, blue) polarization for samples: (a) 

0Be and (b) 25 Be.  

 

To illustrate the influence of BeO doping on the tellurite glass network in the entire 

composition range, and allow observing spectral changes and corresponding structural 

modifications, the polarized VV spectra were scaled on the strongest band at 440 cm-1 and 

are depicted in Fig. 4. It is found that the band at 660 cm-1, characteristic of connected 

TeO4 trigonal bipyramids, increases in intensity relative to those at 440 and 760 cm-1.  

This shows again that addition of BeO causes the decrease of tellurite network 

modification, i.e. increased content of TeO4 units relative to the TeO3+1 and TeO32– modified 

tellurite polyhedra. We pay special attention to glass-ceramic 10Be because the intensity 

of its 660 cm-1 band is not between those of the 0Be and 15Be samples (Fig. 4). Instead, 

the 10Be intensity appears higher than for 15Be and, thus, suggests a lower tellurite 

modification in 10Be. This Raman result is consistent with chemical analysis giving the 
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lowest Fe and Al content in 10Be compared to all other tested samples (Table 1).  

In agreement with these observations is the finding that the content and size of the Fe2O3 

crystalline phase is among all BeO-doped samples the lowest in sample 10Be (Fig. 2). 

Most probably, only part of the Fe ion concentration creates crystallites of the Fe2O3 phase, 

which are distributed unevenly in the residual glass matrix. The rest of the Fe ions, together 

with Al and Be ions play the role of tellurite matrix modifiers. The Raman spectra suggest 

that the combined influence of all oxide modifiers is the lowest for sample 10Be and, 

therefore, the polymerization of its tellurite glass network is higher than for the 15Be and 

0Be samples.  

 

Figure 4. Comparison of the VV polarized Raman spectra for all glass-ceramics xBe, after normalization on 

the strongest band envelop at 440 cm-1.  

To ensure that the trends discussed above do not result exclusively from the VV 

polarized spectra, we considered in addition the unpolarized (VV+VH) Raman spectra for 

all samples as shown in Figure 5a. The Raman spectra were scaled again on the strongest 

band at 440 cm-1 to facilitate comparison. One clearly visible difference in the Raman 

spectra concerns the middle frequency band at ~660 cm-1, which is shown in Figure 5b in 

larger frequency magnification. It is noticed that the position of this band moves from higher 

(665 cm-1, 0Be) to lower frequency (660 cm-1, 25Be) and its intensity increases with the 

progressive addition of BeO. Considering that the strongest Raman band of pure TeO2 

glass is measured at 660 cm-1 [25, 29], this result suggests again the increase in the degree 

of tellurite polymerization from 0Be to 25Be. This can be due to the fact that the added 
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BeO highly influences the content of crystalline Fe2O3 phase which crystallizes during the 

melting/cooling process. It was found that the higher the BeO amount the higher is the 

quantity of the crystalline Fe2O3 phase and the size of the crystallites increases. As a 

consequence, the content of residual Fe ions in the glass matrix is lower for samples highly 

doped with BeO. Therefore, the tellurite glass matrix becomes slightly poorer in total 

modifier ions, i.e. in Fe, Al and Be ions which are available to destruct the TeO4 trigonal 

bipyramids. Consequently, the Raman spectra of samples doped with BeO show higher 

polymerization of the tellurite glass network than before doping (0Be).  

The presence of a crystalline Fe2O3 phase was confirmed by XRD and for samples 

20Be and 25Be is also indicated by sharp peaks at 227 and 293 cm-1 in the polarized and 

unpolarized Raman spectra. It is of interest to note the much smaller contribution of the 

crystalline Fe2O3 phase signatures in the Raman spectra (Figs. 4 and 5) relative to the 

strong evidence in the XRD patterns (Fig. 2). The lack of these peaks in the Raman spectra 

of other samples may suggest that the size and amount of Fe2O3 crystallites is too small 

to be detected by Raman spectroscopy. An additional reason for the relatively weak Raman 

contribution of the Fe2O3 phase within the tellurite matrix should be the larger polarizability 

of Te-O bonds compared to Fe-O bonds. This is because of the higher polarizability, α, of 

the Te4+ ion compared to Fe3+, with 𝛼𝛼𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇4+=1.595 Å3 and 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇3+=0.437 Å3 [31]. Since the 

Raman intensity of a vibrational mode is proportional to the square of the polarizability 

derivative with respect to the normal coordinate of the mode, the Raman scattering cross 

section of Te-O related vibrations should be significantly larger compared to Fe-O related 

modes. Consequently, even a considerable number of Fe-O bonds in a tellurite matrix are 

expected to show relatively weak Raman signals. Even weaker contributions are expected 

for the Be-O and Al-O related vibrations in the tellurite matrix, since 𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇2+=0.008 Å3 and 

𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴3+=0.054 Å3 [30] and, thus, they will be completely overmasked by the tellurite response.  
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Figure 5. (a) Unpolarized (VV+VH) Raman spectra of all glass-ceramics scaled on the 440 cm-1 band.  

(b) Magnification of the frequency range of the band at ~660 cm-1 for all glass-ceramics after normalization 

to the intensity of the low frequency envelop at 440 cm-1. 

 

3.3. IR spectroscopy 

A complementary method for probing the structure of the synthesized glass-ceramics is IR 

spectroscopy, where changes in the dipole moment of the vibrating structural units 

determine their infrared activity. The infrared spectra of all glass-ceramics composites are 

shown in Figure 6. While the VV Raman spectra are dominated by the symmetric stretching 
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and bending vibrations of tellurite species, the corresponding asymmetric vibrational 

modes are strongly active in the infrared. Thus, the broad and asymmetric IR envelop 

observed at high frequencies should result from the convolution of the asymmetric 

stretching modes of TeO32–, TeO3+1 and TeO4 units [26]. Starting with the 0Be glass, the 

TeO32– and TeO3+1 units should contribute to the ca. 685 cm-1 peak while the shoulder at 

ca. 650 cm-1 manifests the presence of TeO4 units, considering that pure TeO2 glass gives 

it strongest infrared absorption at 655 cm-1 [25, 29]. As the BeO content increases,  the 

650 cm-1 shoulder gains relative intensity and the entire high-frequency envelop downshifts 

from 685 cm-1 (0Be) to 675 cm-1 (20Be). This is a clear manifestation of an increasing 

tellurite polymerization from 0Be to 20Be as found also by Raman spectroscopy. In terms 

of its high-frequency envelop peaking at 675 cm-1, sample 10Be appears more modified 

than 15Be (685 cm-1) and similar to 20Be, in agreement with the Raman spectroscopic 

results.  

The IR spectrum of the 25Be material appears as outlier when compared to the rest 

of the spectra, since it shows considerable broadening of the strongest IR band at high-

frequencies and upshifting of its main peak maximum to about 730 cm-1 (Fig. 6). This 

suggests the formation of new types of structural units in addition to the tellurite species 

already discussed. The high BeO content of this glass (20 mol%) may lead to formation of 

[BeO4/2]2− tetrahedral units, with Be-O stretching active at about 750 cm−1 [18]. Additional 

broadening at high frequencies may result from weaker contributions of Al-O stretching in 

[AlO4/2]− tetrahedra which absorb above 700 cm−1 [18].  

The 25Be sample has also the highest Fe2O3 concentration (25 mol%) and the 

largest Fe2O3 crystalline content according to XRD (Fig. 2). Infrared evidence for the 

presence of a crystalline Fe2O3 phase is provided by the relatively sharp features at 730, 

490 and 350 cm-1 [30, 32, 33], while additional absorption of FeO4 units at 570-600 cm-1 

[14] would overlap with the tellurite activity in the same range. Additionally, the Fe2O3 

dissolved in the glassy matrix and acting as modifier of the tellurite network would probably 

form FeO6 octahedral units which are expected to absorb in the 400-500 cm-1 range [14]. 

While the broad 350-500 cm-1 envelop originates mainly from stretching-bending vibrations 

of O-Te-O and Te-O-Te bonding in various tellurite configurations [29], weak absorption 

seen at about 400 cm-1 may be also related to FeO6 units.  
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Figure 6. Absorption coefficient spectra of glass-ceramic xBe samples, normalized on their highest 

intensity band. 

 

In comparison to our findings, we note that a study of glasses xFe2O3–(1-x)TeO2, 

which were melted in alumina crucible with x=0.05 to x=0.20 and studied by X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy, concluded that the Te atoms exist only in TeO4 trigonal 

bipyramids [15]. This interesting finding is in disagreement with our results for the 0Be 

glass which has the closest composition to the x=0.20 glass of [15]. Both IR and Raman 

spectroscopy of 0Be showed the coexistence of TeO4 with TeO32– and TeO3+1 units. An 

additional finding of work [15] was the presence of oxygen atoms in Te–O–Te, Te–O–Fe, 

and Fe–O–Fe bonding configurations where they have similar binding energies, and with 

iron ions existing predominantly in the Fe3+ state. This is in accordance with the crystalline 

phase detected in our xBe samples.  

 

3.4. Magnetic properties  

Magnetic measurements were carried out for all samples. At low temperatures, the 

transition related to the occurrence of a spin-glass phase was observed. Figure 7 presents 
results obtained for the 25Be sample measured below 15 K. The inset of Figure 7(a) shows 

the temperature dependent real part of the ac magnetization (Hac=10 Oe) for frequencies  

f = 125, 539, 2321 and 10000 Hz. The maximum in the real and imaginary (not shown 
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here) part of the magnetization increases and shifts towards lower temperature as the 

frequency of the excitation field is decreased. The frequency dependence of both 

components is a characteristic feature of spin-glass materials [34-37] and, hence, suggests 

the formation of a spin-glass state in the sample.  

A widely accepted criterion for distinguishing different spin-glass systems is to compare a 

relative shift in freezing temperature (Tf) per decade of frequency [35, 38]. For isolated 

clusters (superparamagnets), it is of the order of 0.3 [39], whilst for spin–glass systems the 

quantity varies in the range of 0.004−0.018 [39]. Using the equation 𝛿𝛿𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓 =  ∆𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓
𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓∆(𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝑓𝑓)

, for 

the 25Be sample we found 𝛿𝛿𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓 = 0.020, which suggests the spin-glass state at low 

temperatures. A value of relative shift, estimated for all samples, is very nearly the same. 

In the next step, we have used the simple Vogel-Fulcher equation: 𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓 =  𝑇𝑇0 −
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵

1
ln (𝜏𝜏0𝑓𝑓)

, 

where 𝑇𝑇0,𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 and 𝜏𝜏0 are the Vogel – Fulcher temperature, with 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎  and 𝜏𝜏0 being the activation 

energy and the intrinsic relaxation time, respectively. Figure 8a depicts a plot of the 

temperature freezing (𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓) versus 1/ln (𝜏𝜏0𝑓𝑓), where 𝜏𝜏0 = 10−13s, typical for  the spin-glass 

systems [37, 39-41]. Data were fitted by the above formula and the fit, shown by the red 

solid line, gave  𝑇𝑇0 = 4.34(6) 𝐾𝐾 and 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎/𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 = 30(1) 𝐾𝐾. Therefore, an estimated activation 

energy is 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 ~ 5.05 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓. The calculated value is comparable with those obtained for other 

spin-glass compounds (e.g. Fe2TiO5 �3.4 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓�[42]).  

Figure 7b shows the dc magnetization in field cooling (FC) and in zero-field cooling 

(ZFC) modes, taken as a function of temperature in a constant magnetic field of 1000 Oe. 

The FC curve increases monotonically with decreasing temperature, whilst the ZFC line 

exhibits a maximum. Below a certain temperature (Tf=4.45 K), ZFC and FC magnetization 

curves manifest a significant irreversibility, this feature being attributed to the formation of 

a glassy state. Figure 7c shows the temperature dependence of the zero-field specific heat 

Cp/T from 1.95 to 15 K. Around the transition temperature (Tf), one can observe a weak 

anomaly (weak increase of Cp/T) which is consistent with a spin-glass state scenario. This 

demonstrates clearly that the maximum in the ZFC magnetization is not related to a long-

range ordering of the magnetic moments [43-45].  Similar behavior is observed for all tested 

samples.  

Analogous magnetic behavior was observed for the 20Fe2O3-80TeO2 glass which 

is free of BeO and Al2O3. It was found that this glass converts into a spin glass phase at a 
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very low temperature. The mechanism of magnetic transition presumably depends on the 

specific glass, i.e. the concentration of magnetic ions and the preparation process of the 

glass [2].  

The current results are in accord with the previous findings that all samples exhibit 

similar magnetic properties in the low temperature range, which suggest that they are spin-

glasses. However, they contain different amounts of the crystalline phase Fe2O3 and Fe 

ions which determine the magnetic properties. This may suggest that in all samples, the 

residual of Fe ions are randomly distributed in the glass matrix. Moreover, there is no 

detectable influence of Be addition on the low temperature magnetic properties of the 

studied Fe-Te-Al-O glass-ceramic composites. 

 

Figure 7. (a) The freezing temperature (𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓) versus 1/ln (𝜏𝜏0𝑓𝑓), where 𝜏𝜏0 = 10−13s, measured below 15 K.  

The red line is the fit of the Vogel-Fulcher equation to the data. The inset of figure (a) indicates the 

temperature dependent real part of the ac magnetization (Hac = 10 Oe) for frequencies f = 125, 539, 2321 

and 10000 Hz. (b) The dc magnetization M(T) in field cooling (FC) and in zero-field cooling (ZFC) modes, 

taken as a function of temperature in a constant magnetic field of 1000 Oe. (c) The temperature dependence 

of the zero-field specific heat Cp/T from 1.95 to 15 K. All presented results are for sample 25Be. 
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However, the influence of Be addition was observed at higher temperatures. Figure 

8 presents the magnetization of all samples as a function of temperature in the range 220–

320 K under an applied magnetic field of 1000 Oe. The high-temperature anomaly is 

assigned to crystalline Fe2O3 and is known as Morin transition (or spin-flop transition). This 

magnetic phase transition in hematite is observed at ~250 K [46]. Below this temperature, 

the structure of hematite is antiferromagnetic and it changes to weakly ferromagnetic on 

heating through 250 K. The Morin transition is most pronounced for sample 25Be, while 

the lack of an anomaly is observed for sample 0Be. These findings may be correlated with 

the content of the Fe2O3 crystalline phase, which was found by XRD to be the highest for 

sample 25Be and almost imperceptible for samples 0Be and 10Be (see Fig. 2).  

 

Figure 8.  Dependence of magnetization on temperature and composition under an applied magnetic 

field of 1000 Oe. 

 

4. Conclusions 

BeO-Fe2O3-Al2O3-TeO2 glass-ceramic composites doped with different content of 

BeO were prepared. The BeO doping did not favor Al2O3 dissolution from the crucible 

material but induced the formation of inhomogeneities. The observed inhomogeneities 

were correlated with crystallites of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4. The structure of the BeO-free glass 

was found to consist mainly of TeO4 trigonal bipyramids and TeO32– trigonal pyramids with 

the addition of TeO3+1 polyhedra. The addition of Fe2O3 and the incorporation of Al2O3 

through melting caused the depolymerization of the tellurite network and the formation of 
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various oxygen linkages Te-O-Te, Al-O-Te and Fe-O-Te. However, doping with BeO 

caused the increase of tellurite network polymerization. Some of the Fe ions create 

crystallites of the Fe2O3 phase, which are unevenly distributed in the residual glass matrix. 

The residual Fe ions, together with Al and Be ions take on the role of tellurite matrix 

modifiers.  

Magnetic measurements indicate that all samples exhibit similar magnetic 

properties in the low temperature range, which suggests that they are spin-glasses. No 

detectable influence of Be addition on the low temperature magnetic properties of Fe-Te-

Al-O samples was noticed. However, in the high temperature range, a magnetic anomaly 

was detected and assigned to Morin transition, typical for hematite. The Morin transition 

was most pronounced for the sample doped with the highest amount of BeO (25 mol%), 

while the lack of an anomaly was observed for the BeO-free sample. 
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